Blue Box
Technical details

Christ IIoT-Blue Box
Blue Box

Blue Box Secure

Blue Box Secure with
Christ Cloud

Suitable for industrial continuous
operation
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Stable Linux Debian operating
system
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Embedded Secure Element
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Optional connectivity (4G/5G,
WiFi and Bluetooth)
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2x Ethernet, 2x USB 2.0,
microUSB, RS232/485, 9x IOs
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Remote Update Client
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Safe boot process (HAB)
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Encrypted file system
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Docker-based Edge
Computing
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Regular security updates
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Monthly CVE reporting
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Securely provisioned
edge gateways
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Password-free configuration via
Smartphone and SmartCard
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Continuous Integration and Development Pipelines
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Managed PKI-solution
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Fully customized
edge-agent and cloud provider
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Driver for converting various
protocols
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Customized web visualization
and dashboards
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Fieldbus connection OPC-UA,
Profinet, etc.
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Remote control for subordinate
devices (VNC/SSH)
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Condition monitoring and predictive maintenance
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Artificial intelligence and machine
learning (ML)
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Mobile Apps for companies
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Secure Linux with the latest container technology | modular functionality
Easy configuration | IIoT Gateway | Predictive maintenance
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Blue Box
Benefits for your customers:

IIoT has never been so easy

The networking and data collection of machines can provide
competitive advantages for machine and system
manufacturers.
Optimal evaluations of relevant machine data enable individual services tailored to your customers. Create a special added benefit for your customers with the Blue Box from Christ.

With our three package variants, we offer flexible solutions for different requirements, from a pure IIoT-Gateway to an all-round carefree package.
Start your IIoT project now and benefit from a solution
with the highest security precautions and ease of use.
If neccessary, we will accompany you from the first
steps to the initial start-up.

• Maximum security for your data through secure boot and secure security updates.
• Optimization of production processes and optimal utilization of resources.
• Predictive Maintenance: Reduction of downtimes through the timely replacement of wear parts. Maintenance security through
better planning of maintenance intervals and documentation without gap.
• Improved service and after sales through remote maintenance.
• Data collection and evaluation according to individual customer specifications, everyone receives exactly the data they need.
• Additional sales through service level agreements.

Variant of solution 2: Blue Box Secure
Secure IIoT solution with connection to your Cloud

Your quick start to digitalization

+

Variant of solution 1: Blue Box Secure with Christ Cloud connection

+

Fast and secure - complete solution for your IIoT project
Secure Linux with
container technology

IIoT Gateway

+
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+
powered by

IIoT Gateway

Secure Linux with
container technology

Targeted security updates
(Secure Cloud)

Numerous companies already store their data in a
cloud. If you also want to use an existing cloud for
your IIoT project, this is very easy with the Blue Box
from Christ.
We offer your a secure IIoT-Gateway with a secure
element that you can easily connect to your cloud.

Targeted securityupdates (Secure Cloud)
With the help of the IIoT-config you can configure the basic settings quickly and easily according to your requirements.
Your data ist always protected with automatic security updates.
You also benefit from the latest container technology with this
package, too.

Christ Cloud

Variant of solution 3: Blue Box
For a particularly quick and easy introduction to your IIoT
project, we offer your a complete package in which we
are happy to support you with the first steps.
Regular and targeted security updates ensure that your
device meets the latest security requirements.
The use of container technology makes the system
particularly modular and expandable, as the individual
processes are isolated from each other.
With help of the standard IIoT-config, the configuration of
the basic settings is particularly comfortable.

That you receive your relevant data evaluations, you can put
together your dashbord applications yourself.
Access your data from anywhere. All evaluations can be displayed on various output devices such as PC, tablet or smart phone.
If required, the IIoT gateways can also be equipped with cellular
radio.

+
IIoT Gateway
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Pure hardware variant, for companies that only need an IIoT
Gateway. The Blue Box can be connected regardless of the
manufacturer.
All software adjustments can be carried out by yourself, e. g. the
use of the update mechanism for a constantly secure Linux.

Standard Linux
Distribution
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